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Memo
Date: 1 February 2024
From: Katie Smith, Team Leader Traffic Operations

Lachlan Beban, Principal Transportation Engineer
Gautham Praburam, Traffic Engineer

To: Elected Members
Cc:
Reference: 23/1889756

Parking near Christchurch Hospital

1. Purpose of this Memo Te take o tēnei Pānui
1.1 To brief the Council regarding the results of the recent lane closure trial along Riccarton

Avenue and Hagley Avenue near Hospital Corner and request feedback regarding the next
steps.

1.2 Since November 2022 several Notices of Motion have been submitted by Councillor Keown
requesting that on-street parking be reinstated on the Hagley Park side of the road at Hospital
Corner as soon as practically possible.

1.3 Staff advice to the Office of the Chief Executive in response to the Notices of Motion and the
requests made by Councillor Keown, stated that investigations would be conducted by staff to
explore potential solutions for providing parking options in the vicinity of Christchurch
Hospital.

1.4 In July 2023, staff presented to Council various options to provide parking opportunities near
the Hospital.

1.5 With the exception of the Do Nothing option, as all other options involved closure of part of
the kerbside lane along Hagley Avenue and Riccarton Avenue, staff proposed trialling lane
closures at these location in order to observe and analyse the resulting impacts on traffic, and
to gather road user and stakeholder feedback.

1.6 The information in this memo is not confidential and can be made public.

2. Background
2.1 The Christchurch Hospital, located at the corner of Riccarton Avenue and Oxford Terrace, is

the largest tertiary hospital in the South Island, serving the wider Canterbury region. Due to its
close proximity to Hagley Park and the central business district (CBD), the surrounding roads
experience a significant flow of traffic, with over 18,000 vehicles traversing the busy
intersection of Riccarton Avenue/Hagley Avenue/Oxford Terrace/Tuam Street on a daily basis.
This intersection is also frequented by a high number of pedestrians and cyclists, given its
proximity to various amenities and dedicated infrastructure.

2.2 This intersection lies in one of the main routes for ambulances seeking access to the hospital
and the emergency services department.
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2.3 Several bus routes pass through the Riccarton Avenue/Hagley Avenue/Oxford Terrace/Tuam
Street intersection.

2.4 Parking demand in the immediate vicinity of Christchurch Hospital is high, particularly during
regular working hours. Close proximity to the Christchurch CBD, also contributes to the high
parking demand.

2.5 Tū Waka-Waipapa, the new private car park building on Hagey Avenue which provides 463
paid parking spaces for the public and was opened for use on 21 November 2023 after the trial
was completed.

2.6 In response to the Notices of Motion, staff undertook investigations assessing current parking
availability, proposed configurations, and engineering treatments. Potential options were
presented to the Council in July 2023.

2.7 A lane closure trial along Riccarton Avenue and Hagley Avenue was approved in August 2023
to gather data for informed decision-making on potential parking solutions.

3. Trial
3.1 Prior to the lane closure trial traffic movements were monitored for one week to provide base

data.

3.2 The lane closure trial involved closing part of the kerbside traffic lane along Hagley Avenue
and Riccarton Avenue. A plan of the temporary lane closure is shown in Attachment A Fig 1.2.

3.3 The Temporary Traffic Management measures were put in place on Wednesday 25th October
2023 and were removed on Thursday 9th October 2023 ensuring an uninterrupted two-week
trial period for traffic monitoring.

3.4 External consultants QTP were also engaged to independently assess the effects of the trial
and the potential impacts of providing on-street parking at this location.

3.5 During the two-week lane closure trial, traffic was monitored during two distinct scenarios:

 Week 1: Lane closures with no alterations to the phasing of the traffic lights at the
Riccarton Avenue / Hagley Avenue / Tuam Street / Oxford Terrace intersection.

 Week 2: Lane closures coupled with a modification to the phasing of the traffic lights at
the Riccarton Avenue / Hagley Avenue / Tuam Street / Oxford Terrace intersection. This
modification allocated reduced time for pedestrians and cyclists crossing Hagley Avenue,
while providing more time for left-turning vehicles from Hagley Avenue to Riccarton
Avenue.

3.6 Traffic flow on-site was monitored by staff and external consultants. The analysis of traffic
flow involved utilising video feeds from permanent traffic cameras and journey time
information from travel time monitoring data (TomTom).

4. Trial Results
4.1 Most significant effects occurred during the evening peak, with potential 50-80% longer travel

times experienced (during the lane closure).

4.2 The observations made during different stages of the trial are summarised below.

4.3 Without Lane Closures (normal operating conditions):

4.3.1 The longest traffic queues during the evening peak hour (when traffic volumes at this
location were observed to be the highest) were found to extend approximately halfway
between the Riccarton Avenue / Hagley Avenue / Tuam Street / Oxford Terrace
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intersection and the Hagley Avenue / St Asaph Street intersection i.e., approximately 80
metres southwards.

4.3.2 Traffic originating from St Asaph Street or the southwestern section of Hagley Avenue
seamlessly merged with traffic waiting at the Riccarton Avenue / Hagley Avenue / Tuam
Street / Oxford Terrace intersection. This facilitated a smooth continuation of traffic
flow without any noticeable delays.

4.4 Lane Closures – Week 1 (with existing signal phasing):

4.4.1 During the evening peak hour, traffic queues along Hagley Avenue were observed to
extend up to its intersection with St Asaph Street and further encroaching into St Asaph
Street and/or southwest along Hagley Avenue past the traffic lights. This was due to
reduced capacity (lane removal for the left turn from Hagley Avenue into Riccarton
Avenue) and poor operation of the merge on the northbound departure from the Hagley
Avenue/St Asaph Street intersection.

4.4.2 Several instances were observed where extended queues along Hagley Avenue blocked
the intersection departure and inhibited vehicles from moving even with a “green”
signal to proceed. Observations included:

 Vehicles unable to execute a right turn from St Asaph Street into Hagley Avenue.

 Vehicles unable to proceed straight along Hagley Avenue (from the southwest).

4.4.3 There were multiple instances where only one or two vehicles could go past the traffic
lights during a “Green” phase from Hagley Avenue (from the southwest) resulting in
traffic queues stretching back along Hagley Avenue up to Moorhouse Avenue.

4.4.4 Also, despite a “Green” light, there were several instances of vehicles from Hagley
Avenue unable to enter Riccarton Avenue due to extended queues along Riccarton
Avenue (from the signals at the Hospital Entrance).

4.4.5 Travel time data was assessed for multiple routes within the surrounding area.  Analysis
indicated that the highest delays were observed on the St Asaph Street Hagley
Avenue Riccarton Avenue route. Average additional delays of approximately 67
seconds were recorded in the evening peak hours during the trial). Considerable delays
were also noted along the Hagley Avenue (South) Riccarton Avenue route. During the
trial, this route witnessed average additional delays of approximately 63 seconds. The
table below presents outputs for key routes, more detailed outputs are provided in
Attachment A.
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Table 1: Travel Time data on key routes in study area

Route Time Pre- Trial
Journey
Time

Trial
Journey
Time

Change in
Travel
Time

%
Change in
Delay

Pre- Trial
85%ile
Journey
Time

Trial
85%ile
Journey
Time

Change in
Delay

%
Change in
Delay

St Asaph
Riccarton

17:00-
17:30

00:02:00 00:03:07 +67 +56% 00:02:27 00:04:09 +102 +69%

Hagley
Riccarton

16:30-
17:00

00:01:59 00:03:02 +63 +53% 00:02:31 00:03:57 +86 +57%

St Asaph
Riccarton

17:30-
18:00 00:01:50 00:02:48 +58 +53% 00:02:25 00:04:22 +117 +81%

St Asaph
Riccarton

16:30-
17:00

00:01:55 00:02:52 +57 +50% 00:02:22 00:03:54 +92 +65%

Hagley
Riccarton

17:00-
17:30

00:02:08 00:02:57 +49 +38% 00:02:38 00:03:38 +60 +38%

Hagley
Riccarton

17:30-
18:00

00:01:59 00:02:47 +48 +40% 00:02:28 00:03:52 +84 +57%

4.4.6 Given the close proximity to the Hospital, a high number of emergency vehicles travel
along the Riccarton Avenue and Hagley Avenue route. Throughout the trial period, it
was observed that some emergency vehicles (without sirens in operation) were
hindered by / stuck behind the prolonged queues.

Figure 1: Captured by Traffic Camera at the St Asaph Street / Hagley Avenue intersection – 31
October 2023, 5:51PM

4.5 Lane Closures – Week 2 (with modified signal phasing):

4.5.1 The modifications involved a reduction in the "Green" time allocated for pedestrians
and cyclists crossing Hagley Avenue, coupled with an extension of the "Green" time for
left-turning vehicles from Hagley Avenue into Riccarton Avenue.

4.5.2 The mitigation efforts didn't fully eliminate queuing. The longest traffic queues along
Hagley Avenue during the evening peak hour predominantly did not extend past its
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intersection with St Asaph Street or further southwest into Hagley Avenue past the
traffic lights. They were shorter than the queues observed during Week 1 but were
longer than the traffic queues when the lane closures were not in place.

4.5.3 There were instances when the queues along Hagley Avenue extended up to its
intersection with St Asaph Street but generally traffic was observed to clear within a
cycle of the traffic signals due to the extra “Green” time for left turning vehicles.

4.5.4 There were several instances of a high number of pedestrians and cyclists congregating
in the slip lane island on the southwest corner of the Riccarton Avenue / Hagley Avenue /
Tuam Street / Oxford Terrace intersection.

4.5.5 It is important to note that this intersection represents one of the city's busiest crossing
points for pedestrians and cyclists. The regular congregation of a substantial number of
pedestrians and cyclists at this location poses safety risks and results in frequent non-
compliance with traffic signals. The trial period witnessed numerous instances of non-
compliance by pedestrians and cyclists, likely due to the longer wait times.

5. Feedback Received
5.1 Engagement on the lane closure trial included:

 A memo all elected members.
 A Newsline story
 A social media update posted on the Council Facebook page.
 Emails sent to St John and Te Whatu Ora contacts, including internal comms

messaging.
 Informational email sent to the rest of the stakeholders.
 An internal comms update posted on The Hub.

5.2 A summary of the key points from the main stakeholders is shown in the table below. Other
feedback included facebook post reactions, comments and shares which overall had a
generally negative sentiment.

Organisation Support /
Against

Feedback

Public Against The removal of a traffic lane near the hospital has led to severe congestion,
adversely affecting drivers, ambulances and public transportation. This
change seems counterproductive to the city's goal of reducing private
vehicle use.

Public Against This lane closure is a problematic trial, seen as a short-sighted and
ridiculous solution. Strongly opposed for potential permanence.

Canterbury
Health
Laboratories –
Te Whatu Ora
staff member

Against Night shift worker expressed concern over morning traffic congestion
caused by the lane closure trial on Hagley Avenue, emphasizing the
difficulty of making a right turn and warning against making the closure
permanent.

Emergency
Department – Te
Whatu Ora staff
member

Against Traffic on Selwyn St merging onto Hagley Ave around 5:00 PM is severely
congested. Expressed concern about the one-lane capacity and mentioned
that more carparks may not be a suitable solution if it causes significant
traffic impact.
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Transport – Te
Whatu Ora staff
member

Against Widespread unsupportive feedback from drivers on restricting hospital
access by shutting down a lane. Concerns about bad driver behaviour,
ambulance access, and potential parking issues for staff and patients
crossing a busy road.

Te Whatu Ora
staff member

Against Suggested adjusting traffic light intervals for cars entering Hagley Avenue
from St Asaph Street due to congestion during peak times, causing limited
flow for cars already on Hagley Avenue (southwest) heading towards the
hospital.

Te Whatu Ora
staff member

Against Concerns about potential ambulance access during the evening hours due
to the road changes.

Te Whatu Ora
staff member

Against New road layout deemed frustrating, dangerous, and causing significant
congestion during peak hours; concerns raised about ambulances being
stuck, dangerous driving behavior, and inadequate options for emergency
vehicles.

Te Whatu Ora
staff member

Support Supportive of lane closure, unaffected personally, appreciates the idea of
more parking for patients and staff, eager for additional spots closer to the
hospital.

Te Whatu Ora
staff member

Support Experienced no delays during the kerbside lane closure. Fully supporting its
conversion into additional on-street parking due to the critical need for
more hospital-area parking, which is a common complaint among patients
and Social Workers.

Te Whatu Ora
staff member

Against Observed improved traffic flow on Riccarton Avenue after the lane closure
was removed. Cautious about parking impact on flow as waiting for spots
can disrupt traffic during peak hours.

St Johns Against  The temporary lane closure consistently delayed ambulance access
to the Emergency Department, causing peak-time congestion and
restricted manoeuvrability.

 The lane closure increased drive time to the Emergency
Department, especially during peak hours, adding up to 10 minutes
at its worst.

6. Proposed options and impact on traffic and parking
This section provides information on potential options that could be implemented along with a
thorough analysis of the associated impacts and issues derived from the trial's observations and
data.

6.1 Option 1: Parallel parking on Riccarton Avenue & Hagley Avenue

6.1.1 Involves changing the western lane on Hagley Avenue and the southern lane on
Riccarton Avenue, into a dedicated area for parallel kerbside parking as shown in
Attachment B.

6.1.2 Permanent parking spaces in this location will require permanent closure of the traffic
lanes mentioned above.

6.1.3 A footpath also needs to be constructed along the edge of the kerb in Riccarton Avenue
in order to provide a safe walking space for the users of the parking spaces. This will be
an additional cost.

6.1.4 As witnessed during the trial, lane closures at this location are expected to severely
increase traffic queue lengths and travel times in this part of the network.

6.1.5 Potential inappropriate driver behaviour like unsafe merging or manoeuvres due to the
increased delays also pose safety risks if implemented.
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6.1.6 It is essential to ensure free flow for ambulances and other emergency vehicles near the
Hospital. This could be impossible during the evening peak hours due to the long traffic
queues and there is limited space for the queued vehicles to move out of the way due to
parked cars and median traffic islands to allow emergency vehicles to pass.

6.1.7 An alternative route for ambulances to access Riccarton Avenue via Antigua Street and
Tuam Street is not reliable or faster as they could encounter buses queuing within the
single bus / traffic lane at this location.

6.1.8 Additional delays caused by vehicles entering or exiting the parking spaces cannot be
quantified at this stage. The parking demand around the Hospital and the planned time
restrictions are expected to lead to several entry and exit manoeuvres around this
location all throughout the day and would lead to additional delays for the vehicles
passing through this location.

6.1.9 Long queues were visible with the existing traffic volumes. As traffic is expected to
increase after the nearby car parking building and the Parakiore Recreation and Sport
Centre become operational, queues would likely be longer in the future

6.1.10 During the evening peak hours, there were several instances of vehicles from Hagley
Avenue unable to enter Riccarton Avenue due to extended queues along Riccarton
Avenue.

6.1.11 Modifying the phasing of traffic lights at the Riccarton Avenue / Hagley Avenue / Tuam
Street / Oxford Terrace intersection could reduce traffic queue lengths to a certain
extent. However, it will involve reducing the “Green” time available for pedestrians and
cyclists crossing at this location, thereby reducing the level of service and creating
safety concerns for active mode users in one of the busiest locations in the city.

6.1.12 Initially, 6m long parking bays were considered as part of this option. This could result
in providing 53 on street parking spaces at this location. Given the potential impact of
entry and exit manoeuvres on other traffic the length of the parking bays could be
increased to 7m to make manoeuvring easier. This would reduce the number of
available parking spaces to 43.

6.2 Option 2: Removal of flush median on Hagley Avenue

6.2.1 Involves the removal of the existing flush median along Hagley Avenue and shifting the
existing northbound traffic lanes eastwards. By doing so, more road space becomes
available to allow for the inclusion of on-street parallel parking spaces on Hagley
Avenue only without the need to eliminate any of the existing traffic lanes.

6.2.2 However, this is no longer an option as the consent requirements for the car parking
building requires the flush median to be changed to accommodate a right turn lane for
vehicles entering the parking building by installing two raised median islands.

6.2.3 The purpose of the northern raised median is to manage the interaction of car park
traffic with the neighbouring Te Whatu Ora labs. The southern raised median is required
to guide and separate right turning traffic into the new car park building from those
turning right into Tuam Street. Advance signage is proposed in the vicinity of the vehicle
access to guide road users toward the appropriate lane. These changes have been
developed through a road safety audit process during consenting.

6.3 Option 3: Time restricted Clearways

6.3.1 Involves allowing parking along the kerbside lanes of Hagley Avenue and Riccarton
Avenue during off-peak hours while designating the lanes as clearways during peak
hours of the day, from 7 AM to 9 AM and 4 PM to 6 PM.
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6.3.2 Based on the observations made during the trial, this option would provide a balance
between providing parking spaces near the hospital and maintaining the efficiency of
the transport network during the peak hours.

6.3.3 However, it needs to be noted that non-compliance has been observed in multiple other
clearways and / or special vehicle lanes with similar restrictions in other parts of the
city.

6.3.4 Given its proximity to the Hospital and Emergency department, a heightened level of
involuntary non-compliance is anticipated at this location, stemming from the unique
circumstances that may prompt numerous individuals to overstay when parked in this
area.

6.3.5 Even a minimal presence of vehicles during designated clearway hours would impede
traffic flow in the kerbside lanes, presenting challenges akin to those outlined in Option
1.

6.3.6 The clearance of non-compliant vehicles necessitates dedicated resources to ensure the
clearway's actual and intended functionality. This process could be time-intensive,
potentially exceeding the entire "Clearway" duration and consequently negating the
advantages associated with this option.

6.3.7 A footpath would need to be constructed along the edge of the kerb in Riccarton Avenue
in order to provide a safe walking space for the users of the parking spaces. This will be
an additional cost.

6.4 Option 4: Do Nothing

6.4.1 Entails maintaining the status quo i.e., making no changes to parking arrangements,
traffic lanes, or any other elements related to the road infrastructure along Riccarton
Avenue and Hagley Avenue.

6.4.2 While this option doesn't introduce additional free on-street parking options near the
hospital, it does guarantee the preservation of traffic efficiency and network resilience.

6.4.3 The surplus road capacity available during peak hours ensures that the current road
network can absorb the increased traffic flow resulting from the new car parking facility
and the Parakiore Recreation and Sport Centre, without causing significant delays.

6.5 Option 5: Time restricted Clearways with parking only at night (New option and not
discussed earlier)

6.5.1 Similar to Option 3, this option involves permitting parking along the kerbside lanes of
Hagley Avenue and Riccarton Avenue only at night.

6.5.2  This will greatly benefit night shift staff and nighttime visitors to the Hospital.

6.5.3 The time frame considered for parking is well clear of peak traffic hours. This provides
sufficient time for the enforcement team to clear any offending vehicles thereby causing
minimal disruptions to the traffic flow.

6.5.4 A footpath would need to be constructed along the edge of the kerb in Riccarton Avenue
in order to provide a safe walking space for the users of the parking spaces. This will be
an additional cost.

7. Additional risks and unconsidered factors
7.1  Additional Risks:
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7.1.1 Some additional risks of providing on-street parking spaces by removing a traffic lane
include:

 Public Transport – The routes passing through Hospital Corner intersection account for
around 45% of all Metro boardings. Lane reduction could cause additional delays thereby
leading to reduced patronage.

 Ambulance Access - Ambulance access to the Hospital would inevitably be compromised
during weekday evening peak periods to a significant degree due to the reduced capacity.

 Car Park Building – Entering and exiting the building during peak hours might be
challenging which could make the new parking building a less attractive option.

7.2 Unconsidered Factors:

7.2.1 Many factors could not be accounted for during the trial. They include:

 Traffic effects due to the New Hospital Car Park Building

 Increased traffic demands due to the Metro Sports Facility

 Delays caused while vehicles entering and exiting the parking spaces - this cannot be
predicted or simulated. The traffic cones do not replicate on-street parking conditions.

7.2.2 Each factor mentioned is likely to contribute to increased delays compared to the trial
results.

8. Recommended Option
8.1 Do nothing to maintain the existing conditions to ensure optimal traffic operations, levels of

service and safety for active modes, uphold network resilience, and minimize potential delays
for ambulances and emergency vehicles at this location.

8.2 Alternatively, a viable option to explore involves implementing nighttime-only parking. This
approach not only caters to the parking needs of night shift hospital staff but also strategically
ensures the availability of kerbside lanes for traffic during peak hours.

9. Conclusion Whakakapinga
9.1 In November 2023, a trial involving the closure of lanes along Hagley Avenue and Riccarton

Avenue adjacent to Christchurch Hospital was conducted.

9.2 The trial aimed to assess the effects of converting a westbound traffic lane on Hagley and
Riccarton Avenues for on-street parking. The trial caused significant queuing and delays
during the weekday evening peak. Changes to signal phasing (which was planned to be done
during the trial) reduced queue lengths and overall delays but reduced the level of service for
active mode users.

9.3 This memo provides a comprehensive overview of the trial outcomes, observations, and
feedback received.

9.4 Factors such as the opening of the new car parking building, delays due to entry and exit of
vehicles into the parking spaces, and increased traffic demands suggest that the trial's
observed delays might be understated. Evening peak periods could compromise ambulance
access, (new) car park usability, and overall traffic flow, challenging the viability of
implementing on-street parking on Hagley Avenue's west side.

9.5 Staff recommend either retaining the existing conditions or exploring the possibility of
allowing nighttime-only parking.
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9.6 The input of Elected Members is sought to guide the determination of the subsequent course
of action.

Attachments Ngā Tāpirihanga
No. Title Reference

A Hospital On-Street Parking Trial Analysis - QTP Traffic Impact
Assessment

23/2060297

B   Option 1 - Parallel Kerbside Parking 23/1098628

C   Approved Plan - Central median Islands Riccarton Avenue 23/1098670

D   Option 3 - Clearway 23/1098684

Signatories Ngā Kaiwaitohu
Authors Gautham Praburam - Senior Traffic Engineer

Katie Smith - Team Leader Traffic Operations
Lachlan Beban - Principal Advisor Transportation – Signals

Approved By Stephen Wright - Manager Operations (Transport)
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